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Abstract: Collaborative manufacturing is a key enabler of Industry 4.0 that requires secure data
sharing among multiple parties. However, intercompany data-sharing raises important privacy
and security concerns, particularly given intellectual property and business-sensitive information
collected by many devices. In this paper, we propose a solution that combines four technologies to
address these challenges: Attribute-Based Encryption for data access control, blockchain for data
integrity and non-repudiation, Hardware Security Modules for authenticity, and the Interplanetary
File System for data scalability. We also use OpenID for dynamic client identification and propose
a new method for user revocation in Attribute-Based Encryption. Our evaluation shows that the
solution can scale up to 2,000,000 clients while maintaining all security guarantees.

Keywords: Industrial Internet of Things; access control; blockchain; attribute-based encryption;
revocation; data-sharing; Industry 4.0

1. Introduction

The third industrial revolution was a paradigm shift due to the inclusion of computers
and programmable elements in the industry. However, the fourth industrial revolution
brings a new manufacturing change—this time not by the inclusion of new machines, but by
the advancement of information and communication of the machines and the autonomous
manufacturing [1,2]. One of the fundamental elements of this revolution is precisely the
machine-to-machine interaction, or rather, thing-to-thing through the internet, with the aim
of sharing information and self-organizing to face the changes in the environment. This is
called the Internet of Things (IoT) [3].

IoT is currently being used in the industry for a large variety of use cases. For this
reason it has received its own name—Industrial IoT (IIoT). Some of the applications are:
Predictive maintenance by gathering information from the machinery, such as temperature
or vibration, optimizing the supply chain with asset tracking by sending the asset location
in real-time, inventory management by monitory the inventory in real-time, quality con-
trol by detecting defects in the product or failures in the manufacturing process, etc. [4].
Furthermore, IIoT is growing rapidly. A recent study by The Business Research Company
claims a growth from USD 209 billion in 2022 to USD 252 billion in 2023, and they also
forecast that IoT in the manufacturing market will grow to more than USD 400 billion
in 2027 [5].

For all those use-cases, data has to be shared not only with machines in the same factory
level but with individuals from different levels and even with other stakeholders, through
vertical and horizontal data flow. The potential value of sharing data between different
partners is estimated to be more than USD 100 billion [6]. This Collaborative Manufacturing
(CM) brings the ability to react to the customers’ needs and requirements and provide
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a significant advantage [2]. Thereby, data sharing between different stakeholders of the
product life cycle, regardless of location, is a must for Industry 4.0 [7,8]. Here IIoT plays
a vital role as data producers for production flow, quality control, product traceability,
supply chain, and enterprise decision management [7]. However, IIoT inherited from IoT
poses a big challenge: overcoming the security concerns raised by the need to actually
connect IIoT the Internet, in order to make it part of a larger and distributed network. This
is due to the great security risk involved in this leap, i.e., 83% of the IoT devices used
or manufactured by large companies experienced a cyber attack in 2018 and 79% of the
manufacturing organizations admitted to being victims of a cyberattack in their IIoT the
same year [9].

IoT nodes can be remotely attacked by exploiting their vulnerabilities [10,11] and
on the other hand, outgoing messages could be modified to attack the infrastructure or
the messages could simply be read in the flow [12]. However, this is only part of the
problem, as data normally needs to be stored to be eventually shared. However, data
storage for IIoT presents two big challenges. The reliability of cloud storage is not trusted
(1), it can fail and lose data accidentally, e.g., such as the failures of Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, Alibaba Cloud and Google Cloud [13–16], fog storage can intentionally
modify the data to affect the user operation, and local storage is not an option due to the
huge quantity of data generated by IIoT [7]. The other big challenge is ensuring the data
confidentiality (2) [7,12]. A common method to protect data confidentiality is by encryption
in the form of cipher-text, and then forwarding the decryption key to the data readers.
The problem with this mechanism is the complexity of managing accurate access control
rules in order to provide least-privilege access to sensitive data and proprietary knowledge.
Moreover, agents requiring data access may belong to different entities, have different
levels of authorization, and have complex enroll/leave dynamics. Therefore data sharing
with fine-grained authorization is a relevant challenge in IIoT [7].

There are many works in the state-of-the-art trying to solve this problem. Still, none
of them can provide a completely secure solution, e.g., Ref. [17] ensured fine-grained
authorization, but did not provide a method to protect the integrity of the data. On
the other hand, Ref. [18] did protect the integrity of the data but did not propose any
mechanisms to revocate the users. Therefore, they can ultimately not be applied in their
current status.

This paper proposes a complete secure mechanism to collect and share data from
IIoT devices with multiple readers with fine-grained access authorization. The proposed
solution is tested and evaluated on a smart manufacturing use-case scenario identified in
the context of the H2020 COLLABS project [19]. The contributions of the current paper can
be summarized as follows:

• Maximization of data availability by using decentralized databases based on Inter-
Planetary File System (IPFS) [20].

• Data integrity though blockchain-based mechanisms.
• Strong identity and authenticity of IIoT through hardware-based encryption.
• Confidentiality in-transit and at-rest through end-to-end encryption.
• Fine-grained data access control by defining specific attributes and policies per datum

through the use of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE).
• Dynamic enrollment based on the OpenID standard [21].
• A novel reader revocation mechanism, beyond the capabilities of current research on

fine-grained data access control.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the industrial use case and its
requirements; Section 3 reviews the related work; Section 4 presents the core technical
concepts used in the proposed solution; Section 5 introduces the proposed solution from a
high-level point of view; Section 6 explains in detail the design of the technical innovation
achieved by this paper; Section 7 provides insights on the prototype implementation,
discusses the evaluation results, and how the solution fits the use-case; Section 8 explains
the findings of our work by comparing it with the state-of-the-art, highlights the limitations
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and discusses how they could be addressed as future work; Finally, Section 9 presents
the conclusions.

2. Use Case and Requirements

The scenario described in this paper is a real-world scenario provided by Collins, one of
the contributing organizations of this paper. In the context of safety-critical products, such
as in aerospace systems, collecting and sharing data throughout the manufacturing lifecycle
is of the utmost importance: the information produced is not only used for coordination of
the manufacturing supply chain, but it is also used for quality controls or to prove standard
adherence providing the final item with a safety certification that is strictly required to its
usage. Of course, in the same context, the information required for a proficient CM might
include important data containing sensitive information or intellectual property that must
be protected.

Figure 1 represents a high-level architecture of the data flows. Notice that the archi-
tecture is divided into four different zones, each of which is mapped to the corresponding
Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture level, also known as Purdue Level (PL) [22].
These levels are used to relate a specific architecture to key enterprise layers. Specifically,
PL0 represents the physical process; PL1 includes devices that are directly interacting with
the physical processes (i.e., sensing); PL2 describes the control systems that are monitoring
and controlling the physical processes (i.e., SCADA); PL3 represents the manufacturing
operations that manage production flows (i.e., manufacturing execution/operations); PL4,
on the other hand, consists of IT networks, where the enterprise runs its business functions
(i.e., engineering functions).

The following presents an introduction of the zones depicted in Figure 1:

• Shop Floor: this layer represents the inner-most layer of the enterprise, where the ac-
tual manufacturing activities are performed by industrial machines. This corresponds
to PL0, PL1, and PL2.

• Manufacturing zone: this layer hosts all the industrial functionalities that directly
manage the shop floor such as SCADA servers and other industrial controls. This
corresponds to PL2, PL3, and PL4.

• Enterprise: this zone includes all the high level services of the company that are
used to coordinate, manage, and operate the manufacturing operations such as the
engineering center and the IT infrastructure. This corresponds to PL4.

• Public Internet: this zone represents all the services collaborating with the production
of the final product that are not inside the company itself, for example, cloud services
and supply chain partners. This layer is not mapped to any PL since it is physically
and logically outside of the company.

The data flows shown in the architecture can be divided into two types: the black
arrows identify data flows produced by equipment deployed on the shop floor, and the
green arrows identify the data flow consumed by entities localized in any of the four
layers. Notice that different types of devices are involved in the data collection phase,
for example, modern industrial machines and sensors, which can be categorized as IIoT.
On top of that, a typical shop floor usually hosts legacy industrial devices that might
not be able to interface directly with the data-sharing system and therefore can use an
industrial gateway as a trusted proxy to send their data to the data storage. All these
devices gathering data during the manufacturing phases (for example manufacturing
parameters such as production temperature, time, or precision) send this data to a central
location (here identified as data storage) to be shared with the desired data consumers
(hereafter called clients) afterward. Clients can analyze this information for performance
improvement or quality assurance. On the other hand, the green lines identify data
consumers: these data flows identify a set of possible clients that need access to the data
collected throughout the manufacturing lifecycle. The clients can be found at all levels of the
architecture and might include employees of the factory (i.e., production manager, SCADA
manager or engineers), automated data analysis services (i.e., quality and performance
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analysis tools or computing cloud services) or external partners (i.e., suppliers, customers,
or certification authority). The shared data contains critical proprietary knowledge of the
manufacturers and other stakeholders that shall be shared only with the specified client.
Therefore, all the aforementioned data consumers must get access only to the minimum
amount of data required to perform their duty (least knowledge principle [23]). However,
obtaining fine-grained authorization in this scenario is complicated because managing
diverse readers with different level of authorization and requirements can become highly
intricate. In addition, thousands of IIoT devices generating data require ensuring that they
are correctly configured with their policies and authorizations, which further complicates
the authorization process. Additionally, clients and IIoT devices will dynamically join and
leave the network requiring revocations, enrollments, and authorization updates, making
the scenario a challenging undertaking.

Figure 1. High-level scheme of factory scenario.

With the collaboration of a forum of industry experts involved in the COLLABS
project [19], a list of high-level requirements for the CM dataflows identified [24] in the
reference architecture has been redacted:

RQ1: data confidentiality shall be protected while in transit and while at rest (end-to-end
encryption).

RQ2: clients shall have access only to the minimum amount of information required to
perform their duty (least knowledge principle).

RQ3: clients shall have access to the information only within a specific time-frame (time
limited access).

RQ4: information managed by the system shall have integrity guarantees to be used as
proof in a certification process.

RQ5: the solution architecture should support scalability and multi-site integration to be
applicable in manufacturing scenarios with globally distributed manufacturing sites.

RQ6: data in the system shall guarantee authenticity to provide confidence in its origin.
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RQ7: data in the system shall have non-repudiation guarantees to establish trust and
accountability between the parties involved.

3. Related Work

This section presents the solutions in the state-of-the-art to provide confidentiality to
large quantities of data with fine-grained authorization while ensuring the integrity of the
data from generation to consumption.

Some solutions for access control tend to rely on the cloud services, which may
compromise data security and privacy due to the reliance on a single cloud service provider
with unrestricted access to all data. Moreover, the recent failures of major cloud providers
such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Alibaba Cloud, and Google Cloud [13–16]
have highlighted the risks involved in relying solely on cloud services. To address this
issue, classic cryptography techniques (such as symmetric and asymmetric cryptography)
can reduce the required trust in cloud service providers. However, providing fine-grained
access using these techniques remains a challenge.

A possible approach is to define a user list per file [25], but this requires the encrypter
to know the data consumers beforehand and perform a specific encryption per data con-
sumer (readers), which is not applicable to a distributed IoT-based environment with a high
number of readers. A solution to this problem is Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [26],
and its later variation Ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) [27] where a central entity pro-
vides attributes to the readers, and the encryptor can easily define the combinations of
attributes needed to decrypt its data. However, this solution does not offer efficient user
revocation [28] or does not provide data integrity and authenticity guarantees.

There are multiple solutions trying to address the revocation problem. Historically, the
proposed solutions were theoretical works proposing new algorithms or modifications of
the original, such as Refs. [29,30], which allow a dynamic membership. However, the first
one requires trustful servers to avoid collaboration of servers and revoked users, which
could lead to a collision attack. In addition, the server could modify the files during the
re-encryption without being noticed. In the second work, after every revocation and key
update, all the old messages are not reachable anymore with the new key, so a newly joined
user cannot decrypt the previously published ciphertexts, i.e., they do not provide forward
security [31]. Other theoretical solutions to this problem were presented in Refs. [32,33],
but they suffered from revocation collision attacks, (i.e., a revoked user can collaborate with
a non-revoked user to recover the decryption capability of the revoked user accessing data
that they could not get separately).

Revocation in ABE is still a challenging issue. On top of that, the lack of reliability,
traceability, and availability in data storage services has also caught the attention of re-
searchers as it affects the overall security of the infrastructure. To avoid relying on a third
party to store the immutable proofs, decentralization stands out as a possible solution.
The authors of Ref. [18] propose to store encrypted data (ciphertext) in the InterPlane-
tary File System (IPFS) [20]. IPFS is a decentralized data storage service that can handle
large volumes of data, and it uses the ciphertext’s hash as a locator, similar to a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) on the web. In addition, they store the ciphertext’s hash on a
blockchain. This research achieves reliability and transparency using blockchain, while
benefiting from the availability and scalability of IPFS, and finally taking advantage of
the fine-grained authorization of ABE. The approach proposed in Ref. [18] is similar to
the scheme proposed in this paper but does not provide revocation nor allow multiple
writers. In Ref. [34], blockchain is used to deliver attributes to consumers transparently and
decentralized. In addition, the blockchain performs a pre-decryption of the ciphertext to
relieve IoT devices of part of the decryption process while keeping confidentiality. To avoid
users abusing the decryption services, they implement a user credibility incentive scheme.
In Ref. [35], the authors create a Privacy-preserving Blockchain Energy Trading Scheme to
manage energy production and sales transparently using blockchain and keeping the user
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privacy through using ABE. However, none of these three papers propose any revocation
mechanisms for their systems.

Indeed, some works exploit the synergies of ABE and blockchain while claiming to
have revocation mechanisms. In Ref. [36], an infrastructure is created to share data from
IoT nodes with fine-grain authorization. They propose to store the data encrypted with a
symmetric encryption key in the cloud. The corresponding symmetric encryption key is
encrypted with CP-ABE, which is called a header, and is stored in a smart contract. A client
has to satisfy the policy defined in the smart contract in order to download the header.
In this system, by modifying the smart contract, it is possible to modify the data access
policy and thus to revoke users.

Another approach, described in Ref. [37], is an infrastructure that manages patient
data shared among various hospitals and medical entities. This work aims to give patients
the control over the access to their data. In this system, patients publish their data access
attributes or policies in a permissionless blockchain. The patient or hospital then publishes
a header in a permissioned blockchain, which only accepts storing the header if it is
encrypted according to the guidelines defined in the permissionless blockchain. Using a
“transaction consumption” mechanism, the patient can modify access to the header stored
in the permissioned blockchain, and data consumers will not receive the data from the
permission blockchain despite having an authorized access structure in the ABE encryption.

In Ref. [38], data is encrypted using a secret key K, which is generated through the
secret keys K1 and K2. All consumers have access to K1, but K2 is encrypted with CP-ABE
on the blockchain. All the nodes in the blockchain have the master key of CP-ABE and the
attributes of all the consumers but lack K1, so they cannot access data even if they have
K2. Eventually, when the consumer requests access to K2 in the blockchain, the blockchain
nodes verify their attributes and, if valid, generates their decryption key to decrypt K2 and
return it to the consumer. The consumer with K1 and K2 can then generate K and decrypt
the message.

In Ref. [17] the authors use a Java-based blockchain to perform all the vital functions of
ABE: generation of master key and the public key of ABE, and generation of the secret keys
of each user. They obtain revocation by re-encrypting the ciphertexts using a group-based
attribute access policy instead of the whole access policy.

The two last papers [17,38] fail in a common element; they rely on the correct behavior
of the individual blockchain nodes. A permissionless or permissioned blockchain is reliable
for data integrity because the failure or dishonesty of one node is corrected by the others,
so it can only be attacked with a “51% attack”, i.e., more than half of blockchains miners
agree to attack the system, which is very unlikely. However, a blockchain is not that reliable
for confidentiality and privacy [39] since the failure or the dishonesty of only one of the
blockchain nodes can lead to a sensitive data leak (e.g., a individual blockchain node can
provide unauthorized data from the ledger to the user). This single-node misbehavior could
lead to data leaks in both works. Additionally, Refs. [17,36,38] do not have any mechanism
to verify the integrity of the data received by the consumer. Finally, Refs. [36–38] do not have
complete revocation mechanisms because they base their revocation on a policy update
without giving further details, which means modifying the attributes and their relation in
the crypto data. However, revocation is produced by an unexpected event that affects a
user, not attributes, and therefore, it must be addressed to individual users [40,41]. A policy
update of the crypto data will very likely affect non-revoked users, therefore, it is needed
to explain how to revoke only to the specified users without affecting non-revoked users.

Finally, Guangsheng Yu et al. [42] proposes a solution that addresses various problems
related to storing encrypted data in blockchain. To ensure data integrity, they store the
encrypted data directly in blockchain, using scalability solutions such as OmniLedger.
They also introduce a new type of blockchain, called the Redactable Key Chain, which
is based on Chameleon Hash and allows modification of hashes and blocks where they
store the headers of the encrypted messages. This allows the Redactable Key Chain to
modify blocks through a consensus mechanism, and then modifying the headers of the
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encrypted data. Their revocation mechanism is indirect revocation, which means updating
the keys of all users except those of the revoked users. To perform the update of all keys
in a scalable way, they use a concept called “updating factor”. When a non-revoked user
receives an “updating factor”, they can update their keys. In addition, they provide another
“updating factor” to the servers so they can update the headers without access to them.
This solution has the following problems: it requires updating all the headers every time
there is a revocation to guarantee forward security, i.e., new users have access to old data if
they satisfy the policies [31]; it has no revocation collision resistance, i.e., non-revoked user
Alice can share the Updating factor with revoked user Bob to gain access to data that only
Bob could access if he were not revoked. Additionally, the concept of the “updating factor”
is not well explained or supported by existing research.

As can be observed, many works are seeking a secure implementation of ABE and
have found blockchain to provide a great synergy. However it is a big challenge to achieve
revocation with collision resistance revocation, blockchain-based integrity protection, and
without storing sensitive information in a blockchain. Nevertheless, these four features
are necessary to apply ABE to real-world scenarios. This paper presents a probable secure
solution for all these challenges. The proposed approach builds on Ref. [18], and improves
it by providing a self-designed revocation mechanism, a dynamic user registry, and strong
authenticity guarantees for multiples data senders, representing a significant step forward
in the application of ABE in real-world scenarios. The reader can find a comparison of the
shortcomings of the state-of-the-art and our work in Section 8.

4. Background

Our work relies on three existing technologies to achieve the security features that we
claim: CP-ABE, blockchain, and Hardware Security Modules.

4.1. CP-ABE Functions

This work uses the CP-ABE solution proposed by Brent Waters in Ref. [43], Appendix A.
In this construction, the set of attributes U is unlimited and the public parameters are con-
stant. In CP-ABE, the readers have decryption keys with a set of attributes S, and the writers
can encrypt a raw message (M) with public keys, defining a list of attributes combined
with and/or logic functions called policy P, e.g., Area51 and worker or manager.

The attribute set has to satisfy the policy in order to decrypt the ciphertext (CT):

• Setup(): The setup function is executed by the trusted entity. The output is the Master
Secret Key (MSK) and the ABE Public Key (ABE-PK). Once executed, these two
elements remain constant.

• KeyGen(MSK, S): The key generation function is also executed by the trusted entity.
It takes the MSK and S. The output is an ABE Decryption Key DK with attributes S.

• Encrypt(ABE-PK,P,M): The encryption function can be executed by any entity. It takes
as input ABE-PK, and M. The output is CT.

• Y(P,S) The satisfaction function Y(), checks if the attributes in the set S satisfy the
policy P; if yes return 1, if not, return 0.

• Decrypt(CT,DK): This function takes an input a CT and a DK. The output is M if and only
if Y(P, S), where P is the policy defined during the encryption of CT and S is the set of
attributes established in the generation of DK. In the rest of the cases, the output is ⊥.

Different policies can be easily merged with and and or gates.

4.2. Blockchain

The blockchain as a distributed ledger was first proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2008 [44]. Since then, this technology has gained significant attention and undergone
numerous design variations. In 2014, Ethereum [45] introduced a new concept to blockchain
with the creation of public and transparent script—the smart contracts. Nowadays the
term blockchain identifies a set of distributed ledgers technologies where data can change
only through a specific process. Data stored in blockchains is guaranteed to be immutable,
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meaning it can never be altered or deleted. This is accomplished through the use of
cryptographic hashes, digital signatures, and distributed consensus protocols. For example,
adding information in a blockchain requires a consensus among the network’s nodes.
This consensus is achieved if the network participants verify the new information and
agree to add them to the blockchain. In addition, to avoid the use of certificates in some
blockchains, the use of “addresses” instead IDs is widespread. The address is a unique bit
array computed from the public key with a collision resistance function. In this way, given
a public key, it is possible to bind it with its assigned address without using a certificate.
Blockchains can be public ledgers that everyone can join, or they can enforce authentication
and authorization systems to enable participation as peers or clients. The latter type of
blockchain are referred to as permissioned blockchains. The present work is developed
using the permissioned blockchain Hyperledger Fabric [46].

4.3. Hardware Security Modules

Hardware Security Modules (HSM) are dedicated hardware implemented according
to security-by-design principles and offering core security services and cryptographic
operations. The elemental functions of an HSM are true random number generator used
to generate private keys, secure data storage for the private credentials, and secure imple-
mentation of the standard cryptographic operations such as AES, ECC, or RSA. The HSMs
are prepared to resit hardware-based attacks and Side-channel attacks [47]. Therefore,
verifying the signature performed by a private key generated by an HSM ensures that the
signature was also signed using this same HSM. These are only the more basic function-
alities; however, more sophisticated HSMs such as those following the Trusted Platform
Module 2.0 standard (TPM2.0) [48] offer more complex tools so that they can be used to
remotely attest the software of an IoT device (Remote Attestation) or to specify policies
before using the private keys, e.g., delivering a pin or proving adherence to a software
status. Thereby, HSM can offer big reliability over the IoT devices and their operations, and
are a perfect fit to answer IoT security requirements [49].

5. Proposed Scheme

This section presents the main functionalities of the proposed system from a high-level
point of view. Here follows a list of the entities involved in the system:

• Sensor: this label represents all the devices in the Shop Floor that collect essential data
and send them to the data storage.

• Sensor Owner (SO): is the entity in charge of the correct operation of the sensors.
• Client: as explained in Section 2, a client is a data consumer that needs access to specific

sensor data. They can be located in any of the four layers.
• ID PRovider (IDP): the entity that identifies the clients and their data requirements.

Through the use of Open ID this entity can identify the Client and its attributes to SO.
• IPFS message broker: it is a decentralized message broker that can handle high volumes

of data. Because the hash of the data is used as data locator, the integrity of the data is
as trusted as the integrity of the hash.

Using the entities from the list, a simple sequence of actions is presented to showcase
the system’s capability. In the following example, a set of sensors is initiated with crypto
material (Private/Public Keys, certificates, identifiers, etc.) and the related access policy. In
this context, two users (Alice and Bob) will be used to demonstrate the possible operations
of the systems, including encryption, decryption, and user revocation. The following lists
explain the corresponding step number in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. High-level scheme of the proposed solution.

0. Setup phase: SO generates the master key (private data) and the encryption key
(public data). The encryption key is distributed to the sensors. Every sensor s gets an
access policy Aps depending on the kind of data it generates. Finally, SO registers the
sensors in a transparent list in the blockchain—the IoT list. After the setup phase, the
operation of the system starts.

1. Get the revocation policy, generate, encrypt, and sign data: The sensor s gets a
public policy called Revocation Policy, (Rpi) from the blockchain, generates data, and
encrypts them using Rpi, its policy Aps, and a policy that changes with the time.
The Slot Attribute (SAt) gets the ciphertext. Then, it signs the chipertext with its HSM.

2. Publishing encrypted data and signed digest: Next, the sensor sends the ciphertext
to IPFS and sends the chipertext’s hash to the smart-contract Hash Message Broker.
The smart-contract identifies the sensor before accepting the data through the IoT list.
The IPFS nodes shall do the same identification to avoid a denial-of-service attack.

3. Data retrieval: Knowing the address of the sensor that generates their required data
(public information), a Client, e.g., Alice, gets the ciphertext’s hash from Hash Message
Broker (3.1). Then, using the hash of the ciphertext, Alice gets the encrypted data from
IPFS (3.2) and checks the integrity of the received ciphertext using the same hash. Next,
Alice decrypts the data using her DK. For a successful decryption, Alices’s attributes
have to satisfy Aps, and the Rpi used when encrypting the message. If the message is
old, Alice’s attribute must satisfy Aps and contain the correct slot attribute SAt.

4. User revocation: When a user is revoked, e.g., Bob, SO updates the Revocation
Policy with Rpi+1, removing the decryption capabilities to Bob and all the users in
his group. All the non-revoked users in the group, the affected users, will require a new
DK, updating some of their attributes, the revocation attributes, while the remaining
ones are unchanged, the access attributes.

5. Decryption key update: When Alice, the affected user, needs a DK update, she au-
thenticates to IDP (5.1), which will provide Alice’s identity and attributes to the SO
(5.2). The latter needs to provide Alice with a new DK with her access attributes and the
new revocation attributes. Generating a new DK to all affected users can take too long if
they are a high number. Therefore, to avoid service interruption for the users, the new
DKs are already generated, encrypted by the SO and stored by the users receiving the
name of backup decryption key, bDK. The bDK of each user is encrypted with symmetric
encryption using a symmetric key that is different for each user. Therefore, SO will
only have to regenerate it and provide the symmetric key to Alice (5.3), which is
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much faster than generating a decryption key. Next, she can decrypt her bDK, which
now will replace her DK. Then, while Alice already has her decryption capabilities
recovered, SO generates a new bDK for Alice, which will take a longer time (around
3 min) but will not produce service interruption.

6. Details of the Proposed Scheme

This section will first describe the tools developed for the solution. Then, it will explain
the phases in detail, referring to those tools.

6.1. Attributes

An innovative contribution proposed by this research is to take advantage of the infi-
nite attribute universe U offered by the chosen ABE scheme. The attributes can constantly
change without changing the master key, encryption, or decryption keys. We define the
sets Q, W, and E from the universe U. We assume that Q, W, and E are disjoint subsets
of U, i.e., no element in U belongs to more than one of these sets. Then, a client n has a
set of attributes An ⊆ Q ∪W ∪ E with: access attributes set AA = {An ∩Q}, slot attributes
SA = {An ∩W} and revocation attributes RA = {An ∩ E}:
• The access attributes, AAn, are those related to the client n position, department, or

responsibilities n (e.g., steel_quality_supervisor, efficiency, chemistry_reliability) and
can be modified only with SO authorization.

• The slots attributes, SAn, are used to define the periods of the past when the client n
had read access. Given a time tl in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), its associated
slot, slotl , can be easily derived slotl = t/SlotPeriod where SlotPeriod is the duration
of every slot. Then, from every slotl , a unique attribute sal ∈ W is associated, so
fasso : UTC → W. When a sensor encrypts data at time tl , it includes the attribute
sal = fasso(tl) in the encryption policy so that decryption keys with the attribute sal
can decrypt the message. SAn never contains the attribute of current slot nor the future
slots. Therefore, it can only be used to access old encrypted data.

• Each user n is allocated to a group gi and assigned to either subgroup subgi,A or subgi,B.
All the users in a subgroup share the same set of revocation attributes RA in their corre-
sponding DK, namely RAi,A and RAi,B respectively. However, in their bDK they share
a completely different set, bRAi,A and bRAi,B. Notice that RAi,A ∩ RAi,B = {A(gi)}
where A(gi) is called the Official revocation attribute of gi, RAi,A ∩ bRAi,B = {raj},
RAi,B ∩ bRAi,A = {rak} and bRAi,A ∩ bRAi,B = {ral} where raj 6= rak 6= ral 6= A(gi).
This distribution of the revocation attributes is used to revoke all the users of a sub-
group without affecting their sibling subgroup. It is explained in more detail in the
next subsection.

6.2. Revocation

The objective of the revocation is to remove the client’s access to any data in the
system. However, a malicious client could have downloaded, decrypted, and stored all the
messages when he/she was still enrolled in the system. Therefore, perfect revocation is
not possible in most cases, so the main purpose of the proposed scheme is to prevent the
revoked client from accessing new data.

The user revocation in our system is performed by mixing indirect revocation and
direct revocation [50]. In direct revocation, there is a list of revoked users, and the writers
need to be aware of this list while encrypting to exclude the revoked users. In indirect
revocation, all the users but the revoked user (all users are affected users) need to contact
the key authority to get the update of their decryption keys. In our solution, we use both
indirect and direct revocation.

To apply indirect revocation, we propose modifying one attribute, the official revocation
attribute, which is present and required in all the policies of the ABE encryption. Then
all the users need a new decryption key with the new attribute. With this system, there
is no need to perform a new setup and change the PK for all the writers which can be
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annoying if there are too many IoT devices. However, indirect revocation still can be too
computationally expensive for SO if the number of users that need a key update (affected
users) is high. To avoid revoking all the users with every revocation, which would require
many key updates, we apply direct revocation by dividing the users into groups, e.g., eight
groups, where each group has an official revocation attribute. Then, during the encryption,
the official revocation attributes of all the groups are included and combined with or gates
so all the groups can decrypt the message. It still takes long to provide new keys to all
the users in a group when there is a revocation. This problem would lead to a service
interruption for all the affected users. To solve this problem, we exploited the concept
of backup decryption key, bDK. All the users already have the new decryption key with
their group’s next official revocation attribute, the bDK, but it is encrypted using symmetric
encryption. So, only providing the affected users with the symmetric key is enough to
recover their decryption capabilities. All the bDK are encrypted using a different symmetric
keys, so the revoked users cannot use the symmetric key of any other affected user, avoiding
a collusion revocation attack. Since every symmetric key is only useful for the recipient
users, the list with the symmetric keys for the affected users can be shared with gossip
protocol [51] to avoid too many petitions to the SO and its size will be around 16 MB for
1,000,000 affected users.

Still, with this mechanism, the revocation policy has the size of the number of groups.
Thus, this system uses what here is called subgroups, to reduce the revocation policy
size to half of the number of subgroups. Notice that under each group, there are two
sibling subgroups that are linked—subgroup A and subgroup B (sgi,A and sgi,B). Given
the distributions of the RA explained in the last subsection, there is always a shared ra
in the DKs of the subgroups sgi,A and sgi,B, the A(gi), which is the one included in Rp to
cover both subgroups. For example, when the user Bob from sgi,B is revoked, all users in
sgi,B but Bob will get access to their bDK with bRAi,b, then the new A(gi) will pass to be
raj where raj = RAi,A ∩ bRAi,B, and Rp will be modified to replace the old A(gi) with the
new A(gi). So Alice from sgi,A with RAi,A will be able to satisfy the new Rp without the
need to update her DK. All users in sgi,b will get a new bDK with a new bRAi,b. The new
bRAi,b will share a new ra with RAi,A and another with bRAi,A, which requires ra, which
will not have been shared previously from RAi,A and another in bRAi,A. This mechanism
has a limitation, as every time a user from a subgroup, e.g., sgi,B, is revoked, the RAi,B is
revoked, so its attributes become useless, and the ra shared with bRAi,A becomes useless
too. Therefore, being bRAi,A = {ra1, ra2...rax}, it will become completely useless after x
revocations of RAi,B if bRAi,A is not revoked earlier, i.e., there are not two revocations in
sgi,A. Equation (1) defines the probability, denoted as Pr, of experiencing x revocations in
one subgroup before encountering two revocations in the sibling subgroup. We recommend
distributing 10 ra in each RA, highly reducing the probability of this event to happen as
defined in Equation (1). Still, this event would simply require updating also the bDK of the
clients in sgi,A when there is a revocation in sgi,B.

Pr =
2(x + 1) + 2

2(x+1)
(1)

With this solution, we mix both indirect and direct revocation to reduce the revocation
list to a list of eight revocation attributes and to reduce the affected users to a 16th of the
total users.

Notice that this mechanism is only needed for non-planned revocation. Nevertheless,
usually, the revocations are planned, e.g., the contract of a worker or company finishes.
Planned revocation does not require a short time slot, i.e., they can be revoked within the
day. Therefore, all the planned revocations of a subgroup in the day are performed at once,
highly reducing the impact on the SO. Moreover, they are preferably performed when there
is a non-planned revocation in the subgroup within the day, which would avoid including
any overhead in the SO.
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Proof of Revocation

Revocation means that an adversary AdvA revoked at time t will not be able to decrypt
any new message published after time t. This property requires that even if the adversary
has the AA that satisfy the Access policy of a message, such a message cannot be decrypted.
To prove that our solution for revocation securely revokes AdvA, we also consider an
adversary AdvB. AdvA and AdvB are trying to distinguish two messages given the cipher
text using a set of decryption keys that does not satisfy the policies. The objective of this
proof is to show that AdvA has the same advantage to break the solution as AdvB to break
the ABE construction of Waters [43].
• Theorem: Suppose that the assumptions of the ABE construction holds. Then no

adversary with a revoked key at time t can distinguish a ciphertext from one of two
messages encrypted after time t with non-negligible advantage.

• Setup: Challenger runs the Setup() function, and share ABE-PK with AdvA and AdvB.
Challenger defines a published set of attributes ARp ⊂ E and a policy RP such that
RP is the or combination of all the elements of ARP. In addition, Challenger defines
two sets of attributes RA1,A ⊂ E and bRA1,A ⊂ E such that RA1,A ∩ ARp = ∅ and
|bRA1,A ∩ ARp| = 1 as defined in Section 6.1. Notice that with this given configuration
Y(RP, RA1,A) = 0 but Y(RP, bRA1,A) = 1.

• Query phase: AdvA request to Challenger j different DKs, {DKj}j∈N associated j set of
Access Attributes {AAj ⊆ Q} and j sets of Slot Attributes {SAj = {w ∈W|w < sac}}.
Notice that AdvA cannot include in its query attributes from the subset E and therefore
any of these DKs can satisfy RP. AdvB request to Challenger i different DKs, {DKi}i∈N
associated with i sets of attributes {Si} .

• Response phase: Challenger provides to AdvA the j different DKs with the associated
attributes {AAj ∪ SAj ∪ RA1,A}. Challenger provides to AdvB the i differents DKs.

• Challenge: AdvA prepares two equal length messages MA1 and MA2. Then it gives
the two messages and Access Policy Ap to Challenger. Challenger flips a coin c and
encrypts MAc with policy P = (Ap) ∧ (sac ∨ Rp) . The resulting ciphertext CTA is
given to AdvA. Notice that Y(P, AAj ∪ SAj ∪ RA1,A) = 0 ∀j. AdvB prepares two
equal length messages MB1 and MB2. Then it gives the two messages and a policy
P : Y(P, Sk) = 0∀k ≤ i. Challenger flips a coin c and encrypts the MBc with the policy
P and returns the cipher text to AdvB.

• Guess: The AdvA uses a function fA that, given {Dk j}∀j and the encrypted mes-
sage CTA, makes a guess of M’ with a non-negligible advantage (εA), as shown in
Equation (2):

Pr[ fA({Dk j}∀j, CTA) = Mac] =
1
2
+ εA (2)

The AdvB then uses a function fB that given Dki∀i and the encrypted message CTB
makes a guess of M’ a non-negligible advantage (εB), as shown in Equation (3):

Pr[ fB{Dki}∀i, CTB) = Mbc] =
1
2
+ εB (3)

However, AdvA cannot satisfy the policy P because (AAj ∩ E = ∅) ∧ (SAj ∩ E =
∅)∧ (sac /∈ SAj)∧ (RA1,A ∩ ARp = ∅) => Y((sac ∨ Rp), (AAj ∩ SAj ∩ RA1,A)) = 0.
Therefore, AdvA and AdvB are in the same scenario. If fa exists, it could be used
as a substitute of fb by AdvB to get a non-negligible advantage. However, the ABE
construction used proves that fb does not exist, and therefore neither fa. In this way,
we prove that AdvA cannot get access to new messages after RP is updated at time t
without first accessing bRA1,A.

6.3. Smart Contracts

This section defines the smart contract interfaces and the algorithm logic. There are
three smart contracts: Revocation Policy Smart Contract, IoT List, and Hash Message Broker.
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• Revocation Policy Smart Contract (RPSM): a smart contract that holds the Revocation
policy. All the participants in the blockchain can read this policy; however, only the SO
can modify the policy. Section 6.2 provides more details about the revocation policy
and its management.

• IoT list: a smart contract that stores the addresses of all the sensors authorized by the
SO to send information to the system. Only the SO can modify this list, but all the
members in the blockchain can read it. A transparent list in the blockchain is essential
for the chain of trust to provide strong authentication guarantees of the sensors to the
clients. More details are provided in Section 7.2.

• Hash Message Broker (HMB): this smart contract links every sensor’s address with the
hash of its messages and its metadata. When receiving a transaction from a sensor to
store a hash, the smart contract queries the IoT list for the address of the sender. If the
sender of the transaction is in the list, the hash and its metadata are stored linked to
the address of the sender.

6.4. Phases

The proposed scheme is logically divided into four phases: set up, sending data,
reading data, and updating the decryption keys.

6.4.1. Set Up (SO→ Sensor, IoT List, RPSM)

This phase includes all the processes that should be executed one time per system or
per sensor. Firstly, from a random seed, SO generates the MSK and ABE-PK. The random
seed is deleted, and the MSK is kept secret. In addition, the slot duration, SlotPeriod, is
defined (usually 24 h). When a new sensor s is to be included in the system, SO registers
the s’s address in the smart contract IoT list, provides it with the ABE-PK, and defines the
access policy Aps for the encrypted data of this Sensor. Finally, the SO uploads a Rpi to
RPSM. The Rpi is a policy formed by the Official revocation attributes of all the groups united
by or.

6.4.2. Sending Data (Sensor→ IPFS, HMB)

A sensor s generates a message Mi at a particular time ti. Then from ti the sensor gets
the sai ∈W, from the Revocation policy Smart Contract it gets the Revocation policy Rpi,
and performs the encryption as shown in Equation (4):

EMi = Encrypt(ABE−PK, (Aps) ∧ (sai ∨ Rpi), Mi) (4)

Then the encrypted message, EMi, is signed and sent to IPFS. The last one can check
the sender’s validity in the IoT list. Meanwhile, the s uses the same credentials to send
a transaction to the smart contract Hash message broker with the hash of the EMi, Hashi.
If and only if the address of the IoT device is in the IoT list, Hashi and the Mi metadata are
accepted, and then they are linked to the s’ address, including the encrypted message in
the set of messages from s.

6.4.3. Reading Data (HMB,IPFS→ Alice)

The client Alice (a) needs data from a Sensor s. Knowing the address of the device,
she can query the metadata of their messages and use it to identify the required message
Mr. Alice tries to decrypt it using her decryption key DK, (Decrypt(EMr, DK)). If Mr
is a message from the current slot sac, the decryption will be successful if and only if,
Y(Rpr, RAa) ∧Y(Aps, AAa). However, when decrypting a non-current message from the
slot sar, the decryption will be successful if and only if sar ∈ SAa ∧Y(Aps, AAa).

6.4.4. User Revocation: (SO→ RPSM)

When a user Bob from the group i and subgroup subgi,B is revoked, SO has to update
the Rp in the RPSM. Particularly SO has to update the A(gi). The new A(gi) will be the
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only ra that is in the RA of the bDK of all the users of subgi,B and that it is at the same time
in all the RA of the DK of all the users of subgi,A, as shown in Equation (5):

A(gi) = bRAi,B ∩ RAi,A (5)

This way, Bob and all the users in subgi,B will not be able to decrypt any new data. All
the affected users in subgi,B will receive access to their bDK—apart from Bob.

6.4.5. Updating Decryption Key (SO→ Alice)

When a user is revoked, the Rp is updated, changing the Official revocation attribute
of the group of the revoked user, which may make Alice lose her capability to decrypt
new data. To avoid this, Alice will quickly get a symmetric key from SO or another client
through a gossip protocol [51]. With this symmetric key, she will be able to decrypt her
bDK, which has the new A(gi). In this moment, Alice starts to authenticate herself to
IDprovider in order to connect with SO and request a new bDK, which will be encrypted
with a new symmetric key.

7. Evaluation

The prototype was deployed in a relevant environment for evaluation purposes. This
test environment is a flexible cyber-physical system composed of specific hardware (i.e.,
industrial gateways and Raspberry PIs) and is extensible with virtual devices hosted on
a server with 28 cores and 256 Gb of RAM. The laboratory is configured using VLANs to
represent all the different layers in an Industry 4.0 architecture, as presented in Figure 1.

The prototype services are distributed on different devices (whether physical or vir-
tual): The sensors were implemented using Raspberry Pi 4B [52] equipped with a real HSM,
Iridium 9670–TPM2.0 chip [53] to perform secure crypto-operations. On the other hand,
services which in a real scenario are hosted on IT network are deployed on virtual machines:
the IPFS servers were distributed on four separate virtual machines, and blockchain nodes
were implemented with Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 [46] in three other virtual machines, all of
them with Ubuntu 20.04 [54] and 4 Gb of RAM.

7.1. Performance Evaluation

The proposed scheme requires a continuous update of the decryption keys, which
can lead to a bottleneck in the decryption key provider, the SO. In this section, an analysis
of the scalability of the proposed system is presented, considering the number of users
as a scale-up factor. As explained in Section 6.2, the revocations are commonly planned
and they do not affect the performance. However, in non-planned revocations, a group
of non-revoked users lose access to data, requiring a key update, which can lead to a
bottleneck in the SO. In the following we present the analysis results conducted by utilizing
standard hardware to verify that no bottleneck is measured in practice.

Let us define Nu as the total number of users, Nsg as the number of subgroups and,
NuG as the number of users per subgroup. In addition, consider Pv as the average time a
user needs a non-planned revocation, and VG as the number of DK that SO can generate
every second.

To avoid SO overhead, the time of generating the bDK of a subgroup shall be less than
the average time there is a revocation in the system. Equations (6)–(8) show the estimation
of the maximum number of users in the proposed solution.

NuG
VG

≤ Pv
Nu

(6)

Nu
Nsg ∗VG

≤ Pv
Nu

(7)

Nu ≤
√

Pv ∗ Nsg ∗VG (8)
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Using the library OpenABE [55] in a laptop Thinkpad E495 with 16 GB RAM, AMD
Ryzen 7 3700 and Radeon Vega Mobile GFX 8 [56], Pv ≥ 600 DK/s, with 30 attributes in each
DK, are observed. Using a Rp of 8 official revocation attribute united with or gates, it results in
Nsg = 16. Pv can vary from scenario to scenario; nevertheless, assuming a similar behavior
of X.509 certificates estimated by NIST [57], a 10% of key revocations are considered. This
means that if a key has a lifetime of 3 months, every user needs a key revocation every
30 months on average. As a result, this system could manage 864,000 users with the
computational power of a laptop. In addition, based on the estimation in Equation (8), by
using a server 7 times as powerful as the test laptop the system could reach 2,000,000 users.

The analysis performed highlights that the solution has a limited scalability, as the
number of maximum clients is proportional to the square root of the computational power.
Therefore it could not be deployed to applications with massive user numbers such as
Instagram or Telegram (which have more than 500 million users each). However, it can be
considered applicable for most professional manufacturing environments (i.e., Infineon
Technologies) given that only one laptop could manage the credentials of the workers of an
entire company (50,000+ workers).

7.2. Security Evaluation

This section evaluates a set of security properties that the proposed solution is guar-
anteeing. In the first place, it presents the common security features guaranteed in most
ABE-based infrastructures:

• Collision resistance: the most basic requirement for fine-grained authorization. All
the sensitive information is encrypted with ABE mechanism, which provides collision
resistance.

• End-to-end Encryption: the data is encrypted by the sensors using ABE and it is
only decrypted by the clients with the correct DK’s client. Additionally, unlike in
Refs. [17,38], the proposed system does not trust the blockchain or IPFS with any
sensitive information that could lead to a data leak.

• Forward secrecy: “The newly joined user can also decrypt the previously published
ciphertexts if it has sufficient attributes” [31]. All the messages are encrypted including
in the policy a slot attribute. Then, in the future, when a user (Alice) wants to access
some old data from a particular slotl , she simply asks the SO for a DK with her access
attributes and sal .

In the following, we outline the essential security properties that are not guaranteed
by all of the analyzed works in the state-of-the-art, while these properties are integral to
our proposed solution:

• User Revocation (UR): the revocation of a user is performed by modifying a policy
published in a smart contract on the blockchain. Once it gets published, it is applied
to all the encryption processes, revoking a portion of the users. To avoid this portion
of the users in the system losing their decryption capabilities when they should not
be revoked backup decryption keys, the affected users get access to a symmetric key to
decrypt their backup decryption keys, thus avoiding service interruption.

• Collision Resistance Revocation (CRR): as explained in Section 3, a revoked user could
collaborate with a non-revoked user to get access to data that shall be inaccessible
for the collaborators individually. In the proposed system, every backup decryption
key is encrypted using a unique symmetric key. Therefore, the information needed to
recover an affected user’s data access (the symmetric key) is useless for any other user.
Thus, a revoked user cannot collaborate with other users.

• Data Integrity (DI): defined here as the capacity of the client to verify the non-
modification of the data. In the proposed system, the client does not need to verify
any signature (apart from those needing to connect with the blockchain) in order
to verify the data integrity. All data hashes are stored in the immutable blockchain;
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therefore, even if the data is stored in a non-trusted service such as IPFS, this data is as
immutable as the blocks in the blockchain.

• No Sensitive Data in the Blockchain (NSDB): as explained in Section 3, sensitive data
shall never be exposed to the blockchain. In our solution, no private keys or partial
decryption keys are stored in the blockchain. The only public information is the
identities of the IoT devices, in the IoT list, and the metadata needed to identify the
required messages.

While the data authentication feature may be a straightforward task in ABE solutions
involving human or organizational writers, the authentication of data in ABE applied to
IoT devices requires further evaluation:

• Data authenticity: the capacity to securely identify the data generator entity. This
means identifying that specific data in the system comes exactly from a particular IoT
node. To do so, the smart contract Hash message broker only accepts data hashes sent in
a signed transaction. From the signed transaction, the smart contract gets the sender’s
address and stores the hash together with the address if the address is approved in
the smart contract IoT list. An address that is approved on the IoT list means that the
public key utilized to generate the address has been verified to be associated with
the Hardware Security Module of a specific IoT device. Although this paper does
not cover this verification process, it can be accomplished using Platform Certificates
part of the standard Trusted Platform Module [48] or using IDevID certificates of the
standard IEEE Std 802.1AR: Secure Device Identity [58]. With this chain of trust, the data
origin is as reliable and secure as the Hardware Security Module of the IoT device.

7.3. Requirements Evaluation

Table 1 explains how the proposed solution covers the necessities of secure data
sharing identified in the industrial use case based on the technology performance and
security evaluation.

Table 1. Evaluation of the requirements.

Requirement Evaluation

RQ1 The system provides end-to-end encryption, which guarantees data confidentiality
protection both in transit and at rest.

RQ2

Using ABE, the data access of the client can be defined beforehand through a
combination of attributes and the data can be encrypted by defining a policy that
can decrypt it. This way, it is possible to define fine-grained data access for each
user. Additionally, given the collision resistance, different users cannot collaborate
to access more data.

RQ3

There are two mechanisms used to limit the time access to users, non-planned
revocation and planned revocation, which are both explained in Section 6.2. This
way, the reading privileges of a user can be removed or modified whenever
required.

RQ4
Because of the data integrity of the system based on blockchain, the information
provided in the system by the IoT nodes has integrity guarantees to be used as
proof of certification.

RQ5
As explained in Section 7.2, this system has limited scalability with the number of
users; however, with basic resources, it can be applied to 800,000 users and could
easily be increased to 2,000,000, which covers the majority of industrial scenarios.

RQ6
The proposed solution has a chain of trust ending in the reliability of the HSM in
order to provide authenticity guarantees to the client. This is explained in detail
in Section 7.2.

RQ7
The hash of all data and its metadata are stored in the blockchain in an immutable
fashion, so even if critical data with high impact is intentionally deleted from the
IPFS, any party that accessed the data can claim its veracity.
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8. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a robust mechanism for many-to-many data sharing
with security-by-design. In this solution, we have considered and covered the six well-
known security threats of the STRIDE methodology: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, In-
formation disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege [59]. To achieve this result,
many different technologies had to be combined (Blockchain, ABE, HSM, IPFS, OpenID),
and some even created (Revocation). In the end, we ended up with a complex system that
delivers the necessary security properties for data sharing with fine-grained authorization:
Authenticity, Integrity, Non-repudiation, Confidentiality, Availability, and Authorization.

Despite our achievement, there are other results in the state-of-the-art that offer so-
lutions to many of the mentioned security threats, but as shown in Table 2, none of them
fulfill them completely. It is important to consider that information security solutions
do not follow a linear progression, in which each solution is incrementally stronger than
the previous one. Instead, they resemble a chain, where the overall security is only as
strong as its weakest link, as stated by Thomas Finne [60]. For this reason, we consider
the current work to be a great leap forward from previous results as it finally offers a
complete security solution for data sharing with fine-grained authorization supporting
revocation, which is the long-standing problem of ABE. Such a result enables many new
functionalities requiring data sharing that were previously impossible to achieve due to
security reasons or because they were too tedious. For example, it greatly enhances the
implementation of machine learning in smart factories, because one of the most challenging
tasks in this technology is data collection [61], and this task can be even more complicated
in the industry field due to the sensitivity of the information.

Table 2. Comparison of blockchain-based ABE protocols.

ABE and Security Properties

Blockchain UR CRR DI NSDB

[18] X X X X

[34] X X X X

[35] X X X X

[36] X X X X

[37] X X NA X

[38] X X X X

[17] NA NA X X

[42] X X X X

Proposed solution X X X X

Even if our own work fits into most of the Industrial scenarios, it is far from perfectly
applicable to overall scenarios. As explained in Section 7.1, it is necessary to prepare a
server acting as a key provider (SO) with a capability proportional to the square of the
clients. So, while it is easily applicable to more than a million clients, it would be almost
impossible to apply this solution to a billion clients, such as those scenarios where IoT
nodes also read data from the share data-based or in a global social network.

In addition, there are many additional ABE features, which although not necessary for
a fully secure architecture and for our scenario, may provide more flexibility and applica-
bility to the solution. From a Survey of attribute-based encryption, [62], we can discover
the following ABE features that our solution does not have: Decentralized Authority,
Asynchronous Authority, Key Delegation, and Privacy Preservation.

However, these missing features are not intrinsically unfeasible in our architecture—
they were simply out of scope. For example, OpenID offers the possibility to identify the
attributes of a user without revealing the user’s identity for Privacy Preservation. It also
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provides the possibility to identify a client through several ID providers decentralizing
attribute issuers. On the other hand, our solution is designed on the Waters construct,
but there are many other ABE constructs with different features that could be applied as
long as they allow infinite attributes. Additionally, Key Delegation could be performed
in our solution by making the blockchain witness the operation to solve the system’s
accountability problem defined in Ref. [62]. Finally, the trustworthiness of the IoT devices
is not covered in this work, nor is data re-encryption, hence, technologies such as remote
attestation and Chameleon Hash-based blockchains are valid future works for this article.
Therefore, there are many options for further research and adaptation of the solution to
other scenarios with different requirements.

9. Conclusions

In this article, we present a real scenario where data generated from multiple IoT
devices can be consumed by different stakeholders in a collaborative ecosystem motivated
by the transition to Industry 4.0. We highlight the necessity of data authentication, integrity,
non-repudiation, and confidentiality with fine-grained access control. Firstly, IPFS is used
to provide data availability and scalability. We use blockchain to protect the metadata and
data hashes, which is essential for the integrity protection of the data in IPFS. Then, the
HSMs offer strong guarantees of the authenticity of the data generators and we create a
smart contract IoT list to assure the correct identity of each HSM transparently and we
implement OpenID to improve the dynamism of client enrollment in the system. Finally,
we propose a novel solution to revoke users of ABE, using revocation attributes to reduce
the impact of indirect revocation and backup decryption keys to delete any possible side
effect of the revocation on the legitimate users. In a performance evaluation, we prove
that the solution can be easily applied to 2,000,000 users, which satisfies any industrial
scenario. With our work, we demonstrate that controlled data sharing with all the security
guarantees from many IoT devices to many clients is possible. This solution has the
potential to make a significant impact in collaborative manufacturing and thus in the
Industry 4.0. Our hope is that this investigation enables further research and solutions in
the field of secure data sharing and ultimately forms part of the realization of revolution in
the manufacturing process.
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IoT Internet of Things
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
CM Collaborative Manufacturing
IPFS InterPlanetary File System
ABE Attribute-Based Encryption
PL Purdue Level
CP-ABE Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
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URL Uniform Resource Locator
HSM Hardware Security Modules
CT CipherText
TPM2.0 Trusted Platform Module 2.0
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
UR User Revocation
Q Set of attributes that contains all the access attributes
W Set of attributes that contains all the slots attributes
E Set of attributes that contains all the revocation attributes
AAn Set of attributes that contains all the access attributes of client n
SAn Set of attributes that contains all the slots attributes of client n
DK Decryption key of ABE, it has attributes assigned and it is unique per client
bDK Backup of a DK, it is encrypted with an unique symmetric key
gi Group i
A(gi) Official revocation attribute of gi
subgi,A First subgroup of group i
subgi,B Second subgroup of group i
RAi,A Set of revocation attributes of clients’ DK in subgi,A
bRAi,A Set of revocation attributes of clients’ bDK in subgi,A
tn Particular time n
sai Slot attribute used in encryption at ti
ABE-PK Public key needed to perform ABE encryption
MSK Master Secret Key of ABE, needed to create DK and PK
SO Sensor Owner, responsible for the management of ABE

and the only entity with knowledge of MSK
IDP ID provider, identifies the client and their attributes to SO using OpenID
HMB Hash Message Broker smart contract
Rp Revocation policy, combination of all the A(g) united with or logic functions
RPSM Revocation Policy smart contract
Adv Adversary
Nu Number of clients in the system
NuG Number of clients per group
Pv Average time a client needs a non-planned revocation
VG Number of DK that SO can generate every second
CRR Collision Resistance Revocation
DI Data Integrity
NSDB No Sensitive Data in the Blockchain
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